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SUMMARY 

Available results on blowing over T.E. flaps are discussed snd. 
the force meawements from wind-tunnel tests are correlated in terms of 
the blowing moment coeffiolent. Simple methods are tentatively suggested 
for the praotical pretiction of the lift increment (at constant tiidenoe) 
attainable on f'inite wings, and t:he associated uiwease in pitching 
moment. Theoretical curves, relating to compressible isentropic flow 
through the blowing slot, are presented for the determination of the 
various blowing coeffioients in terms of the blcwing pressure ratio. 

For sweptback wags in pa&&u&r, more experiments are needed 
to establish a satx&&ory method of prediction and to determine the 
optimum blowing configuration. The ohenge in wing stalling angle due to 
blowing over T.E. flaps also warrants further investigation, since the 
available results are somewhat conflicting and were mostly obtained at low 
Reynolds numbers. 

I. Introduction 

It is now ~11 established that the effectiveness of T.E. flaps, 
in prcducing increased lift at constant inoidenoe (and increased CL -)*, 
can be oonsiderably improved by boundary-layer control over the upper 
surface of the flap nose. With the adoption of the gas turbine for 
aircraft prupulsian, and hence the provision of a built-in supply of 
compressed air, renewed interest has been shown in bJ.ow?ng we; simple 
T.E. flaps as an alternative to the use of oonventional flaps of increased 
meohanicsl complexity. In this report available wind tunnel results on 
blowing over flaps are e ded, as a preliminasy to further tunnel tests. 
The lift, &.ag and pitching moment data are analysed and correlated in 
terms of the blwing momentum coefficient CU, and an attempt is made to 
dednoe a sinple approxixate method for the estimation of blowing 
requirenkznts on finite wings. 

Some twc-dznensional tests pIBre made at the R.A.E.'s2 before 
the last war, end *her tests in this country have sirne been oompleted 
at WestlandsLM. on both twc-dxwnslonsJ3dt and sxeptbackwing&5. 
The Gems made extensive two-dzimenslond inveslzgations during the xar 
on a wide range of section shapes and flap oonfigurat~ons7-12, and a few 
tests on a sweptback r-13. Same flight experiments were also in hard 
on an Arado 232 light aircraft, a Dotir D3-.2l+ flying boat and a 
Messersotidt 109 fighter, but these were never completed. Subsequent 

wind-tunnel/ 
______________--_-_---1---1----------------------------------------- 
%tis xwthcd cf inoreas~.~~ CL -, which often leads to a reduction in 

stalling ircidcnce, may bs contrasted with boudaty-&yer control. over 
the &t?g nose to extend the linear part of tkB ldt incidenae curve to 

higher inoidences a-d thereby incrsass CL -. 
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wind-tunnel work earned cut 5n i?rsnce'b culminated in full-scale tunnel 
tests an a sneptback wing with acmbined suctlan and blowing aver double 
T.E. flapsl5116, snd tests an a complete model of a straight-wjng aimraft 
with blowing bath aver the T.E. flaps and aLLerons17. Mare recently, in 
America, investigations an blavlng aver flaps have been sponsored both by 
the Bureau of Aeronautios (U.S. Navy)'&20 and Wright Air Develo 
Ceder (U.S. Air Baroe); sane flight tests have also been made *Fy 

The symbols used in this paper are fully defined. in Appendix I. 
Faxmulae relating the blowing quantity and mamontum coefficients ta the 
bLxing pressure ratio are derived in Appendix II for the case of 
acmpressible slat flaws, and some c-s and tabulated values are 
inoluded. 

2. Basic Ezsmeters 

With T.E. flap angles greater than 2P, the lift increment 
achieved without boundary layer control falls aansLderably short of the 
value expected fram theoretical (potential flaw) considerations, s5noe 
boundary layer separatlan takes place aver the upper surface of the flap 
due to the severe adverse velocity grfidients there (see Fig. la). The 
primary action of blowing aver the nose of the flap is ta induce flaw 
against these adverse gradients. The plane jet emerg5ng at high velocity 
in the stresmwise direction, from the naezle slit ahead of the flap 
adheres ta the curved upper surface of the flap nose (Caonda effeatj and 
entrams the slowly moving air in the sepated flow regxan. As the rate 
of bkwing is increased, the extent of the sepsxated region is stea&Li,y 
reduced and ACL inareases until the flow is oampletely attached aver the 
flap, when the theoretical ACL is sensibly achieved (see Fig. 1). With 
even higher rates of blawing ACL continues ta increase but mare slawl~ 
(see Fig. 7). This latter impravement may be regarded as arising fram an 
effective jet extension of the flap ahad; in addition, at large wing 
inaidences, the flow separation on the wing ahead of the flap will be 
reduced by induction effects from the high velocity jet, and the vertiasl 

1 component of the jet reaction also becomes mare significant. 

From the results of tests inwh~ch slat widthwas varied5r1','4 
it appears that the vslue of the quantity ocefficient CQ required. far a 
given ACL increases cansMerabl,y as the dot is widened, indicating that 
the blavlng velocity vt, is also important. Moreover, blawing gives 
little or no imprwement until the blckng velocity is greater than the 
free-stream velocity Ua. In fact, the blodng mcrmentum coefficient Cu 
proves ta be a far more satisfactory unique parameter then CQ, as might 
well be inferred from injector and mixing aonsideratians. For lw+speed 
blaw, i.e., virtually incompressible slat flaws, it is easily shown that 
since 

V&a = cQ/(wtk), 

-.-.--~ 

5 = dQ/(w&), i.e., CQ = \/j& . (wt/c); '/ 

the blasdng pressure coefficient 
i 
> 

. ..(2.1) 
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Phe povrer coefficient 

hb?ecmr c&Q L: 245, 
vsrdth. 

i.e., 1s approximately indepenlent of slot 

For compressible slot .flw{s, relations betwocn the blodng 

Fig. 3 give cp(~c/a~)a/(Wt/C) ad CQ(~,?& (~o/ac)~&3~ ie%t 

coefficients can be derived by simple Lava1 no@Le theo 

of the pressure ratio PD/Po, where the suf‘fices D and o denote 
cond;Ltlons in the blowing 
(see Appendix II). 

duct and free-stream respectively 
For slot flcws with the duct to free-stream pressurs 

ratio greater than the critical due for a choked convergent nozzle, 
tho momentum coefficient has been based on the mass flow rate through the 
slot, and on the jet velocity beyond the slot thrcnt assuming isentropio 
expansion to free-stream pressure. 

The lift mprovern?nts attainable with a specific C,,-value msy 
be expected to be sensitive to flap location, as well as to flap angle, 
in particular to the alignment of the upper surface of the flap nose 
relative to tl-e line of the blww slot (see Fig. 2). Differences slso 
may arise according as to whether the flap 1s of the 'plan' or 'slotted' 
type". In tb analysis of the results from the various tests, the lif't 
increment ACL at snail constant incidence - above the CL for the 
unflapped aerofoil at the same incdence - and the corresponding value 
of ASdACL have bean plotted against CU. In most oases C-S of 
ACL max or stall5q angle have also been included.. For the general 
assessment and correlation of the lift results, ACL has been chosen 
rather than ACL- since the varmtionin stall& sngle and CLmx 
can depend markedly on test Reynolds number and me-stream turbulence 
as well as onwzng section shape. 

As a datum for comparing the sectional lif't increments obtained 
with the various flap oonf'iguratlons, the ldt increment AC&t given by 
thin aerofoil theory for the appropriate flapangle r) and flap-chord 
ratio cf/c has been used. This provides a measure of the lift inoroment 
due tc the flap when flow separation is precluded. The amount of blowing 
needed to realze ACLt (i.e., to prevent separation) can thus be deduced 
from the experimental ACL - C,, curves, snd compared for the various flap 
configumtxms. Interpreting the effect of flap deflection as a change in 
the no-lift angle of the section, we qy write 

ACLt = a, . hi (Of/O) * RI . ..(2.2) 

where a, is the sectional lift-curve slope and 71 is the f'lap angle. 
For our purposes the value of a, has been taken as the mean experimental 
lift-curve slope for the unflapped aerofdl. (dthout blowing), well below 
the stall, when there is no separation over the rear of the aerofoil. The 
function A,(cf/o) has been given values derived by Glauert's mean-lme 
theory*', as plotted in Fig. 4; typical values are 0.55, 0.61 and 0.66 for 
q/c values of 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30 respectively**. 

TW 
---_-------------------------------------------."----------------------- 
*Note that the optimum gap (betifeen %ing and flap) for a slotted flap 

without blowing rrny not be the same as that for the slotted flap with 
blowing. 

*%f there 1s substsntlal rearwar d movwnent of the flap as it Sesflects, then 
the ratio cf/c' should be taken instead of cf/o, where c' is the 
effective (extended) wing chord. 
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The experimental vdlues of -ACQ/ACL due to the flap may also 
be compared with those gwen by mean-lme theory (see Fig. 4); for erzxnple 
0.185s 0.17 and 0.155, when of/c is 0.20, 0.25 and 0.x respeotively. 

3. Anal.ysis of Two-Dimensional Wind Tunnel Results 

The model details of each test discussed below are included along 
vnth the corresponding ACL - C,, curves, for completeness. 

R.A.E. Experlmonts 

These early tests',' were made on an 18% thick section with 
various types of plaxn flaps and a constant blowing slot width, 
w/o = 0.0083. As the flap was deflected, the effective x?i.ng ohord 0' 
was considerably increased by flap rewwxd movement, and the flap nose 
~;,yyY;~~,,. Fig. 5 shows that for tbB sxd.ler flap chord 

= 60~) the variation of l.iCt increment ACL with 
Cu is almost linear*, whxh at first sight wouid appear to conflict with 
our remarks in &'. However, it should be noted t&t the values‘of Cu 
employed in the R.A.E. experiments were about 0.1, 0.25 and 0.4 andthat 
only the first of these is vvlthin the present praotxal range. 

Westland Experiments 

These testsj&+ on a. l@tthlck seotxon were intended rnereti as a 
preliminary to swept-wing tests (see G4), and were made with a m chord 
p1ax.n flap at angles only up to 35"; the upper surface of the flap nose 
was roughly m line vdth the blcwng slot (cf., Fig. 2), and the value Of 
wt/o was 0.0083. The general shape of the ACL - CU curves shavn in 
Fig. 6 is as outlined in 82, and the much lower rate of Increase of ACL 
with Cc1 after the initial sharp rise is dearly ovldent. As a further 
point of interest c-es of ACL max have dso been included in Fig. 6, 
end it 1s seen that although the ACL max for zero C!,, is considerably 
less thn the corrospon&ng ACL, the tither improvemsnts due to 
blowing aremuchthe same. This occurs, despite the substantial reduction 
in the stall- angle (up to 5O) of this id-&-nosed section when the flap 
1s deflected, because there is little further reduction in stallxng an&e 
with blowing. The lift curve slope rr, also ten&& to decrease with 
flap defleotlon, but to increase with blowng. 

German Experiments 

NACA 0009, 
A wide range of tests, chiefly on the king section shapes 

23012 and 2315 were made at A.V.A. Gottingen. A previous 
German analysis22 of the results is somewhat misleading since variations 
in the flap ccnfigumtion and blowng slot widthwere not taken into 
accqt. 

The investigations on NACA OO0910 were carried out with a 
slotted T.E. flap (of/c = 0.25) with rl = 0 to 60~ md 

w/u q 0.005; the effect of adding n wing L.E. flap was dls0 
determined. Better results were obtained with the nose of the 
T.E. flap 'm-lme' - as already described - rather than lowered; 
Fig. 7 shows the analysis of 1x35 results for the former flap 
configuration. 

__ _ __ -  -  -  -_-  -  -  - - -  -  -  -  -  -_  -  -  - -  - -  - -  -  - - -_-_---------c--  - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

*Except for Fig. 5, the c-es of ACL and AON include the increment 
due to flap defleotion as well as blowing. 
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In subsequent experiments on the NACA 23012 section" with 
2% chord T.E. flaps, both plain and slotted types were tested & again 
various flap nose posltlons. It WAS shown that better results could be 
obtei.naa by raising the 11ap nose slightly above the line of the basic 
seotion shape and blwing slot. In the 0.~58 of the plain flap, two 
different slot widths were tried for the same flap position; the 
correlation of re,tits on a Cc1 basis is fsx from satisfactory but is 
llf3Wtiheless considerably superior to correlation i,n terns of CQ. 
Fig. 8a gives the lift increments obtained tith two of the best plain 
end slotted flap configurations. At sn astigned CLlr the ACL 
achieved with the plain flap is greater thvl that from the slotted flap. 
The ~o?.TXspO~g results for ACL - (see Fig. 8b) indicate that, if 
aqWii.ng, the converse holds. 

In the final experiments, on th.? NACA 23015 seotion'* with . 
2% chord T.E. flaps, both p1u.n and slotted types were again exennned 
ad improve,ments xn ACL obtained by careful attention to flap nose 
location (see Figs. 2 and ga). As before, the plaxn fl.ap,with blowing 
was slightly better than the slotted flap with u.ckng, as regards ACL 
(see Fig. Vs.), but the plain flap was somewhat ir.ferior far ACL - by 
an smount ahost independent of CI1 (see Fig. gb). 

Some 1-h values of -AC&Q at zero incidence, cd.culated 
from the German results, are also shown in Figs. 7, 8a, Vs.. At practuxl 
flap angles (30" \c 11 $60'), it is seen that -AC&ACL vsrles only slightly 
with Cc1 in most cases, and is little different from the value vtithout 
bludng. For the INACA 0009 and 2332 sections with 25% chord flaps 
expsrmentalvalues of -AC&ACL between 0.20 and 0.25 were obtsined 
compared xxth the theoreticalvslue of 0.17 given by mean-line theory. 
E3ut for NACA 23015 with a 2% chord flap, the experimental values vmre 
less than 0.2, and surprisin& close to the theoretical due 0.18. 

The stalling angle in these German tests &oreased steadiJy 
umth inoreased T.E. flap angle and blowug coefficient, so that 
ACL msx < ACL, irrespective of whether or not nose dances were used. 
The varxations in the lift curve slope ill for incidences well belcw 
the stall are not entirely consistent. 

American Experiments 

Some blowing experiments along the lines of t& Gezman work 
described above have been carried out at the Universzty of Wichita18,'V. 
These were diIsoted towards the incorporation of an Aradc-'&Pe system on a 
Jessm 170 hght aircraft20. Tests on blcwing have also beenmade by the 
David Tqflor Model Basin (U.S. Navy) and the N.A.C.A. 

Comparison of Lift Increments 

In an attempt to compare and correlate the results from the 
various experiments, the value of C 

is 
at wkoh the relevant ACLt 

(see Eqn. (2.2)) were achieved have en plotted against flap angle in 
Fig. 10. Each point is designated. vrith the relevant percentage flap 
chord ratio (100 of/o) since the C,, requiredcughtto increasewith 
this ratio. The plot shcxvs considerable scatter due to the different 
flap chord ratios and flap confQurat.tlons, and possibly due to dif~%iculQ' 
in selecting the value of ai. Nevertheless, the results show the 
genersltrenilinthe values cf 0 

i: 
requireat gLve &z 

4"' 
end hence 

to prevent flow separation over t e flap, as tl ed Cf C me v=iea. 
The plain flaps appear slightly supemor to the slotted flaps, at least 
for subsonic blGwir& The m-line curve has been included to indioste 
the dues of C,, which shoa certainly be adequate in praotice for 
29~2 chord T.E. flaps. 

I+./ 
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4. Effect of Finite Aspect Ratio and Swsepback 

In correlatmg results from two-d&ensional snii three-dznensional 
te.?i;SI it 1s usrfI11 to define the boundary-layer control coefficients for 
the f site win6 5.:: nmns of a wing area St correspondruy to the spsixtize 
extent of bouixz.g-Layer control. The CQ and. Cu values for tb f?nite 
Wang then become identxal with the sectlons.1 values when the latter are 
constant along the span. 

For unswept V~S of f'inxte aspect ratlo, extension of two- 
dimensional simple flap theory on the basis of lifting line concepts leads 
to a convernent datuin lirt increment. 

ACr.,t = ai . hi(+) . A, (b&J) . rl . ..(4.1 

where a, here denotes tk lift-incdence curve s-lope of the Tu, and 
& (bf/b) is a correction factor to allow for flap span inolu&.ng body 
cut-cut. The values of &(bf/b) in ocmmn USC for convent~onsl flaps2393 
cwld be employed, or for 311 untaperedwing hs(b&b) could be taken as 
roughly equal to the ratio of flap span to xing span. The CU+ue 
rsquxred to give this theoretxal lift increment for unswept 1-s w 
reasonably be expected to be mxh the -e as the values deduced for &Q- 
dimensional. tests Tmth the same flap configuration (see g3). More 
generslly it nnght also be inferred that, as a rough workin& de, the 
lift increment tie to T.E. flaps dth blowing on unsrvept finite wings at 
q prescribed CU could be determined from two-kmenaional redtsmth 
the sams cu and flap confzguraizon, by the simple relation 

ACL (3-diml.) = 
ar (3-d=rL) 
------------ . ACL (2-&ml.) . h,(bf/b). 
ai (Whnl.) 

. ..(4.2) 

For moderates mxptwmgs, further simple considerations 
sugest that the sane formulae might apply equslly well, provided 17 
%jere mea-d v1 the plane along-vrind. Iicwever, in the following 
discussion of tie few sweptback wing results available, th!s is fwnd 
to be rather optirmstic snd moddied formiLac are tentatively suggested 
(see Eqns. (&la) and(4.2a)). 

German 45' Sweptback "ix-12 

Investigations x+re carrxd. out'3 on an untapered wing 
(without hoe) of aspect ratlo 3.8, and wing seotlon NACA 23012 normal 
to the L.E.; 2% chord plain T.E. flaps were fitted across the whole 
Span. 

wdcn 
Results were obtsznedwith blowing normal to the hin&e line and 
= 0.0035, for flap sngles ~~ ranging between 0 and 600". 

Fig. 11 shows scene curves of ACL and ACL- agust CU. The 
improvements in ~vZL obt3med by blonw were small; limiting ACL 
values of 0.60 and 0.85, for 'in of 4.5' and 60’ reuq3ectively, were 

Xrhs suffix n is edded to signi@ measurements made in the plane normal 
to the flap hinge line; 11 f on cos Af where Af denotes the sxeep of 
the flaphinge line. Also, since the direction of blowing was norrx3.l to 
the hinge line itstead. Of alO% wid., cu = tiQ/(Wt/Cn). 
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Westland 40" Sweptback Wing 

An extensive series of experiments were carried out on an 
untapered wing (w th a large body) of aspect ratio 5, having a 12$ thiok 
section along 4; both full-span and part-span plain T.E. flaps of JO$ 
chord were tested wath blowing along wind. Tho first series of test& 
were made with full-span flaps and wt/o = 0.0069 only. Nose flaps 
were added in an attempt to ,mainta stalling incidence. Even so, severe 
root stalling occurred and in subsequent test& the wing root-body 
Junction was improved so that the nose flaps could be fitted closer to 
the bocfy. Without nose flaps, there was a substantial reduction in 
stalling antle as n and C 

I2 
were increased; but with f%J.l-span nose 

flaps the loss was much sma er, being lass than 5" in most cases, 

Curves of &L against C,, are shown inFigs. 12a and 12b for 
the old body with full-span T.E. flaps and the improved body with part- 
span flaps, respectively*. In the latter tests the effect of varying slot 
width was investigated. The correlation of the :exitts on a Co basis is 
not too good (see Fig. 12b); but the blowing quantities and parer increased 
as the slot was widened, and ths blowing pressure decreased, in general 
agreement vtith the conclusions from such a correlation (see Eqn. (2.1)). 
Results obtained by varying the flap span indicated that ACL was 
approxixmtely proportional to flap span. 
found to be 65O; 

The optimum T,E. flap angle was 

increased wathout 
at larger angles and the same C,,, the wing drag merely 
any further improvement in lift. 

Although pitching moments were measured, it has been found 
difficult to interpret the results satisfactorily; moreover ths stalling 
characterastios of the wing were not representative of those encountered 
on full-scale wings with this sveepbaok. 

French 31' Sweptback Wing 

Experiments were carried out in the large wind-tunnel at 
Chalais-Neudon, on a full-scale model of a 10% thick sweptbaok wing 
(with body), of aspeot ratio 3.3 and taper ratw O&Y, with double T.E. 
flaps and a drooped nose. Suction was applied at the L.E. of tb first 
flap end the sucked air was ejected downstream through a slot over the 
nose of the second flap, the combined flow being induced by using 
compressed aar from the jet engine on an injector pm principle. Lift, 
drag, pitching moment, and hinge mzxent** were measured for a range of 
blowing momentum coefficient O,, and flap angles, and a stu& of injector 
desagn was made. Unfortunately, the results are lacking in some important 
details. A few addationnl oormnents and results are given inRef. 16. 

Forampleteness, the detailed wing oonf&uration is included in 
Fig. 13, together-with some ACL - - O,, 
derive approxiiaatelyl6. Since, however, 

curves which it was possible to 
suction as well as blowing played 

an important part in this set up, correlation with the blowing experiments 
already considered has not been attempted, 

Comparison/ 

___I______________-_-___-__-_-------------------------------------------- 
*It should be noted that the boundary layer control coefficients CQ 

and Gv quoted in the original Westland reports are based on gross 
wing area S instead of boundary layer control area S' as her:: 

*%t should be noted that the force coefficients quoted in Ref. 1.5 are 
based on rstt wing area rather than gross ~lng area (1.25 x nett). 
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Comparison of Lift Increments on Sweptback Win@ 

In both the German and Westland tests the velues of ACLt given 
by (4.1) were reached orily at abnormally hagh C,-values, if at all, so 
that for sweptbackwings this relation appears t'o be far-too optimistic. 
If a further sweepback factor is introduced in (&.I), to provide a 
modified datum , 

ACLt (mod.) = ai. h,(of/c) . ha(bf/b) . n . cos hf . ..(4.la) 

the c~-vslues reqursd mthe Westland swep% wing tests tle up reasonably 
well with the Westland ~vo-climensionsl results (see Fig. IO), and also 
with the other two-dimensional retits when due allcv{ance is made for the 
large flap chord snd poor flap location. On this basis, a more 
reasonable formula to replace (4-Z), might be 

ACL (3-diml.) = 
ai (3-M.) 
----------- ACL (2-d&l.) . X,(bf/b) . cosAf . 
s (Mimi.) 

. ..(4.2a) 

Havever, it must be stressed that further tests are needed before the 
f'o~ae (4.1) and (4.2), the forma&e (4.1~~) and (f+.2a), or aqy others*, 
can be used with confidence for sweptbackwcings. 

5. General Conclusions . 

The blorving momentum aefficient CU rather than the quantity 
coefficient CQ is a more satxifactory parameter for determing the lift 
increment iwxth a specif?io flap configuration but arbitrary slot width. 
Same ccmpramise between the blowing pressures and quantities is possible 
therefore in practice thrcmgh the choice of slot width. The pressures 
necessary for small slot widths are high, but the quantities required are 
correspcndingly lower; both factors are conducive to smaller ducts. For 
economical blowing requirements, a hrge flap angle (up to 65') is 
advantageous, at least for flap-chord ratios of 2% to 3C$, so that the 
blowirg is primarily preventing flcvf separation over the flap. In 
addition the flap nose is best located withits upper surface slightly 
raised above the line of the blowing slot (see Fig. 2) for blowing 
pressure ratios much less than the criticsl value. There seems little 
point in using flaps of the 'slotted' type instead of the simple plain 
flaps. 

ThewaJ.es of CM needed in practice on two-djmensional and 

finite wings, to provide a ldatum* lift increment corresponding no&ns.lly 
to unseparated flow over the flap, can be roughly estimated from Fig. 10 
(see 84). The more general fcrsailae also put for?vard in &+ may be used 
for the prediction of lift increments on finite w5ngs at s.nv Cs-value 
from available two-dimensional blowing data on a similar flap configuration. 
Further experimental results are essential to provide adequate data for 
Iroject work, and to justify in particular the formulae tentatively 
suggested for sweptback wings. It 1s hoped that additional information of 
this character wall become available from the American and British work 
nav in progress. 

The/ 

__IL------------------------ ---_r--------------r_________L______I__C 

*~~sill;~tive approach based on a fflap effeotlveness faator* was used 
. . 
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The changes of stalling angle obtained With blowing in the 
various tests are not altogether consistent. The available evidence 
and other considerations suggest that, while for many sections the 
stalling angle will decrease as both n and CU are increased, for 
than- or sharp-noscd sections snd for aweptbackwings the reduction in 
stalling angle due to blowing (T) constant) may be small" ewn though 
the decrease due to flap deflection (C, eero) is appreciable. In 
this connection at is worth recalling that blowing or suction at the 
v&ng nose could bo employed to maintain the stalling incidence or to 
increase the maximum usable CL by delsying L.E. separation. 

The value of -AClf/ACL for unswept wings appears to wry 
little With blowing for practical flap angles, and roughly takes the 
same value as for an unblown flap, In the absence of sufficient data on 
sweptbaokwings, pitching moment calculations on a strip-theory basis 
(using two-dimensional data) may suffice as an intarcmmeasure. It 
should be noted that the values of the wing pitching moment obtained vrith 
blowing over simple flaps are in general no greater than those from 
conventional mechaniodl flaps providing the same ACL, and may ewn be 
less if the latter haw substsntxJ rearward mowmcnt. Moreowr, for a 
complete sarcraf't, the dovrnwash over the tail will tend to trim cut such 
nose-down pitching moments by an amount depending on tail volume and tail 
location. The possibiliQ of tail stalling Will then require consideration 
and the loss in aircraft lift on trlrrnling out the Wing patching moment 
(by a combination of danmMrirsh effect and elevator angle) will have to be 
taken into account, particularly if the tail arm is short. To keep the 
nose-&& pitching moments on sweptback wings withan praoi,xxJ. bounds, it 
is probably essential to restrict the T.E. flaps to the inboard half or 
two-thirds wing spm. 

The few drag measurements nvazlable with blowing over T.E. flaps, 
indicate that there is a substantial reduction in section profile (wake) 
drag due to blowing, Which at small wzng incidences is of the order of 
the Cs-valuei&17. With finite spanwas there will of course be 
greater induced drag associated with the increased lift. 

There is clearly need for further high-lift tests with bloiving 
over T.E. flaps, particularly on thin straight and sweptback Fsmgs, and 
at high Reynolds numbers. The effect of varying the blowing direction, 
both in the plane of the wing sections and of the Wing plnnf'om, could 
also profitably be investigated. 

--------.e - - - - -  -------mm ------_ _------------------_---------------------~. 

%ssibl,y because the inductaon effec' u of the blowing can reduce flew 
separation $ust ahead of the flap snd boundary-layer migration towsrds 
the wing tip. 
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List of S.ymbols 

a speed of sound 

ai lift-incAdence curve slope GC:L/da 

b wing span 

bf flap spsn 

c local KLng chord (along KM) 

c' effective (extended) local wmg chord 

em mean wing chord (along wind) = S/span 

cf local flap chord (along tnndj 

cfh " " " (normal to huge line) 

CL 7 

CD 
i 

Lift, drag, and pItchug moment coefficients (about 
$-chord); based on gross icing area S for wug with 
'=o& 

?J 
ACLt Datum ldt increment defined by Eqn. (2.2), and Eqn. (4.1) 

or (4.la). 

CQ Blww quantity oceffxient = Jm ds/poUoS' - ftite "ing, 

= dP,U,C - two-dimensional. 

% Blowu-,g momentum ocefficzent = Jm v$i&poU$3' - finite WW$, 

= m v&poiJto - two-dimensional . 

CP~ Blowing pressure coefficient = (pD - po)/$poU~ 

m mass rate of blowing per urut span 

1'0s pot To free-stream static pressure, density snd temperature 

PD, k!D* TD blovdng duct stagnation pressure, deiiaty and temperature 

R free-streamReynolds number = U, cm/u 

S spanwise distance 

S gross wing area 

S' wing area corresponding to spanwise extent of boundary 
layer control (for bcnxdary-layer control over whole 
wing spn, S' = nett wing area) 

U/ 
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u vcloo1ty on aerofoil surface 

uo free-stream velocity 

'Vt slot throat width 

y, blomng velocity 

a wing incidence 

11 T.E. flap <angle (albngmind) 

'In 
1, ,I fl (nomlalto hin&e lins) 

xi (q/c) function .#x~lv; change m sectional no-lift angle due to 
flap deflection, see Eqn. (2.2) 

x3 (b&d correction factor for flap span in estirmtio-! of oha 
7 

e of 
no-lift angle duo to flap deflection, see equn. (4.1 

A sweepback of wing $-chord line 

hf sweepback of flap hinge line. 

AF233NDIx II/ 
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Blcw5w Coefficients for Compressible Slot Flows 

By defimticn, for two-dimensional slot flcws, 

cu = 
mvb ------ 

Sf CJJ% 

m is the mass rate of flew through the blowing slot per 
unit span, 

vb is the jet velocity assunumg isentropic flew to free- 
6tre.m pressure pc. 

The symbols w, v, ma a are used here to repre3ent to lccal slot 
width, the local slot velocity, end the local speed of sound.; 3.3 usual 
PIP and T represent pressure, density and absolute temperature. The 
suff‘ices c, D, t, 8 and. b signify wlues appropriate to the free 
stream, the blcwing duct (stagnatlcn), the slot throat, 3cnx flow and 
in the jet at free-streaxpressure. 

From slcple Lava1 nozzle considerations, we may write 

cp = Psas"s 'vb ------------- 
afk 0 u= 0 

2 % T(~ f's %PD vb = -- me -- SW -w-w m- . 
% c ?f'D f'o a~ 

For isentropic flow of a perfect gas 

ako 2 %!D 2 pD f's -v-F = -e-w --mm = m--m- a; -- , -w = . 
PO y+’ PO Y+’ PO PD 

If/ 
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If the presssure ratio pD/po 
(2/y + l]YAY” 1 

equals or exceeds the criticel value 
then the symbols t and s cre wnonymous and 

wt = ws. For pressure ratios less than the critical the symbols b 
and t are synorq-mous, and the ratio x&s becomes a function of 
Rho O&y follaving from the two parametric relations in M(s vb/ab) 

DD 

PO 

Moreover, the ratio vb/as is al.30 a bction of (pD/po) only, for 
both choked and subsonic 
for pD/po together with 

flows, end is given by the foregoing expression 
the further parametric relation 

Thus, with y assigned (= I&), 

u; 1 
-- ------ 

ai WC) 
C,, becomes a function of pD/po only, 

and has been tabulated and piotted in Table I and Fig. 3 by means of the 
tables of Ref. 25 for ths parametric relations. 

LAkewise, we have that 

In Ps “s ws CQ 52 -I--- = ------- 
PO uo c PO uo c 

' wt ws Pa a~ PD = -- me cm W^ .-F.-W . 
uo 0 "t PD PO 

The ratios W.&‘ft and Ps/P,, &2X determine dasabwe,and 

Thus, lrith y assigned, 

CQ beccmres a function of PI/p0 only; 

this has also bsen tabulated and plotted in Table I and Fig. 3. 
Aolccowled@ment/ 
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Rofersmes on Blowing over T.E. Flaps 

& Author(s) 

British Tests 

1 H. M. J$on snd 
R. Hills 

2 H. M. won, 
E. G. Barnes and 
J. E. Adamson 

3 W. H. Paine 

4 W. H. Paine 

5 W. H. Paine 

6 J.Willisms 
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Fmtherexpedmentsonbmndmy-layer 
control as a means of increasing lift, 
R.A.E. Report B.A. 1669. 
A.R.C. 5090. April, 1941. 

Boundaq-layer control; two-dimensional 
tests. Third progress report. 
Westland Aircraft Ltd., W.T. Rept. 176. 
February, 1950. 

Summy of tests on investigation of use 
of boundary-layer control. 
Westland Aircraft Ltd., W.T. Rept. 183. 
September, 1950. 

Boundary-layer control tests on a model 
with 40 deg meepbaak. Sixth 
progress report. Westland W.T. Rept. 188. 
June, 1951. 

Revised Note on the use of &drogen 
peroti& rockets for bcxmdsq-layer 
control on sweptbaokwings. 
N.P.L./Aero/228. A.R.C. 15,923. 
~pti, 1952. 

German Tests 

7 H.Hagerdornard W5nd t-1 investigations of a wing 
P. Ruden %i.th Junlosrs slotted flap and the 

effect ofblcwingthroughthe trailing 
edge of the main surface over the 
flap. Report by the Institut f%r 
Aeromechanik und Flugteohn& der 
Technischen Hochschule Hsnnover. 
L.G.L. Bericht, A. 64, (1938) 
PP. 38-56. R.A.E. Library Translation 
No. 442. A.R.C. 16,882. Decembw, 1953. 

0 F. Ehlers ard 
W. Schwier 

Blcdng tests on sn aerofoil with 
slotted. flap. Germen F.B. 1274. (19&O). 

. 
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No. - Author(s) 

9 w. Schvlcr 

IO W. Sotier 

11 W. Sch-ier 

12 w. Schvtier 

13 B. Reigenscheit 
and W. Sohtier 

Title, etc. 

Tests concerning the increase of lift by 
blwing on a symmetracsl aerofoil with 
camber flap of large chord. 
German F.B. 14.62. (1941). 

Blw tests for the increase of lift of 
a 9 percent thick aerofoil with a slat 
and flap. Geman F.B. 1622. (1942). 

Blovnng tests for the increase of lift of 
a 12 percent thick aerofoil Pnth 
different flap shapes. 
German F.B. 1658 (291+2). Translation 
N.A.C.A. T.K. 1148. 

Blwing tesfc 1'31. the increase of lift on 
the profile 23015 vath different flap 
shapes. Germzn F.B. 1865. (1943). 

Investigations of the increase of lift on 
sweptback wan@ by boundary-layer control. 
German U.N. 3047 (1943). Trsnslaticn 
TIB T. 4007. 

French Tests 

14 Ph. Poisson-Quinton Theoretmal and experimental researches 
on boundary-layer control. Seventh Int. 
Congr. Appl. Meoh. (1948). 

15 P. Rebuffet and 
Phh. Poisson-Quinton 

Researches on the ha&lift of a full- 
scale swcptback vmng with boundary-layer 
control using air extra$ed from a jet- 

La Recherche Aeronautique, 
2y*p. 39 (1950). Translation 
N.A.C.A. T.M. 1331. 

16 J. Williams 

17 P. Joussersndot 

Notes on a paper by Rebuffet and 
Poisson-Quinton. N.P.L./Aero/l92 
(1950) and N.P.L./Aero/20J+ (1951). 

Application, to a model of a complete 
aircraft, of boundary-layer control by 
blowing on the flaps and ailerons. 
La Recherohe A&onautique, No. 23, p. 13. 
(1951). 

American Tests 

18 J. J. Nunemaker and Two-dimensional v&d tunnel investigation 
J. W. Fisher of boundary-layer control by blcwing on 

an RACA 23015 2.k-fa. 
UUV. wichita mg. Rep. 023. ~pral, 1950. 

19 K. I. Raacak, 
v. Radc ma 
R. J, Bond&s 

Wind tunnel investigation of a method of 
boundary-layer control as applied to a 
reflection plane model at full-scale 
Reynolds number. Univ. Wichita Enc. 
Rept. 032. June, 1951. ?O/ 
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20 J. Attinello 

Other References 
21 H. Glauert 

22 A. Walz and 
F. Ehlers 

23 A. D. Young 

24 J. de Young 

Title. etc, 

Boundary-layer control and super 
crrculation. Aeronautxal Eng. Reviews, 
September, 1953, p. 24. 

Thsoretxal relationskips for an 
aerofoil with hinged flap. 
R. &M. 1095. April, 1927. 

Experinentsl profile investigations with 
boundsxy-layer control. 
A.V.A. Mono. E. 7. M.O.S. R. &T. 92s. 
1947. 

The aerodynamic characteristics of flaps. 
R. &M. 2622. Febnwy, 194-i. 

Theoretical svrrursfri~ span loading due to 
flap doflectxon for wiqq of wbltrxy 
pla~Sorm at subsonic sgeeds. 
N.A.C.A. Rept. 1071 (1952). 

25 L. Rosenhead, etc. Compressible Axflow Tables. O.U.P. 1952, 
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Standard Table for Blcmng Parameters 

i PD 
csLl+ 

TD~ Tb Pb -- 
I PO 

CQfQ ,-g -- - 
0 TD PD _- .__- . ..- _..__- . . 

/ 7.825 

0.1103 0.00519 
0.1217 0.00552 
0.1343 0.00588 
O.ll+81 0.00627 
0.1632 0.00670 
0.1799 0.00716 
0.1981 0.00767 
0.2181 0.00823 
0.2401 0.00883 
0.2642 0.00949 
0.2905 0.01021 
0.3195 0.01oyy 
0.3859 0.01276 
0.4654 0.014% 
0.5604 0.01733 
0.6738 0.02023 

0.819 
0.805 
0.791 

i?;z 
01747 
0.733 
0.718 
0.704 
0.690 

z: 
",k'; 

. 
0.581 
0.556 

0.608 
0.582 
0.556 
0.531 
0.507 
0.483 
0.460 

",$6 
0:395 
0.375 
0.356 
0.320 
0.287 
0.257 
0.230 

1 .05 
I .I0 
1.15 
1.20 
1.25 
1.3 
I.35 
I.40 
1.45 
1.50 
1.55 
1.60 
1.70 
1.80 
I .yo 
2.00 

I1 -. ._ _ _--_--...- _-__ _~. _^-.__ --_..- ___-_ - _._._ 

1.000 
; .yz 

11276 
1.387 
I.524 
1.604 
1.691 
1.787 

0 
0 .ooyo 
0.0250 
0.0359 
0.0489 
0.0639 
0.0721 
o.om 
o.oyo1 

0 1 .ooil 1 .ooo 
0.00135 0.962 0.956 
o.om?y 0.952 0.885 
0.00278 0.933 0.840 
0.00328 0.911 0.792 
0.00380 0.887 0.740 
osm,o6 0.871, 0.714 
0.00433 0.861 0.687 
0 .ool&61 0.847 0.660 

I.893 0.0998 0.00489 0.833 0.634, 

2.009 
2.135 
2.274 
2.425 
2.590 
2.771 
2.968 

;*;z 
31671 
3.949 
4.250 

--- - 

0.;0 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.85 
0.901 
0.95 

1.00 

ug 1 
= 0.04991 -- ------ I = 0.~4433 2 w',- 

aQ b,/c) 

where umt values of fu and fQ correspond to the 
repre sontatlve conditions 

i. I 

uo = 100 ft/wc, a, = 1117 ft/sec, wf./o = 4 x 104. 
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(a) Upper s&-face velocity distribution (oz =o) 
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(b) Force coefficients (represenkklve values only) 
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Diqram illustrating effects of .blowing over TE. flap on aerofoil 
v- distribution and force coefficients 
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Slotted flap (ai inrline 
ralsed nose 

Plain flap (a) in- line 
raised nose 

German two-dimenslonal tests on NACA 23015 with 20% ptaln 
and slotted T.E. flaps. 
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0 a =02’ 
x a,=63O 
0 a =I0 5O 

ha =-0 10 
Flap G t a=b9O 

0 a =107’ 
Y / ---- / / 
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01 02 03 04 05 

Model data 

Wing section NACA 2218 , Rc 0 75~10~ 

Plam T E flaps (a) Cf/” =0 20, qc” 0 185, 1.60’ 
(extendmg chord) 

(Flap F) 

(b) Cs/c=050, C,/d=o4?, ~=53’ (FlapG) 

WJC = 0 0083 

R.Ai. two-d~menslonal tests on NACA 2218 wrth plain 

T E flap? 



FIG. 6. 
I I I 

AC, curves 

---- ACLmax curves, flagged 

0 0 05 

Model data 

0.10 0 15 0 20 0 25 0 30 

+ 

Wing sectjon -NAGA 6-S-012, “/, =0 12, R h 0.7 x IO6 

Cf/C 3 0 30, plain flap in-Irne 

Wt/G = 0,0003 

c L max (?=O, Gp’O) =0.95, a, (7p0, c p -0) + 0 Os/deg 

Westland two-dtmenslonal tests on mng with 3O%plaln 

T E flap. 
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O-(AC,, ) 7 =d’) 
A 

/’ 
Slotted flap 

7 = 15O 
o 

I 7 = 30° 
fn - hne 0 7) = 45O 

f% = 0 005 
c 

0 ‘I = 60’ 

. 

^ -- 
U’lJ5 0 IV 0’15 5 0 20 0 25 

I 

3-L 
TheoretIcal value 

9” I ” 

0 IO 0.15 _ 0.20 0 25 0 30 

German two-dImensIonal tests on NACA 0009 with 25% 

slotted T E flap- 



FIG aa I I 
R = 0.8 x IO6 

I I 

Plam ilap 

rarsed nose 

“_b =00067 
C 

0 05 O-IO 0 15 
5 

0 20 0 25 
d 

030 

TheoretIcal value 

0 0 05 0 IO 0 15 % 0 20 0 25 0 30 

German two- dmmsiOnal tests on NACA 23012 wrth 25% 

piatn and slotted T E flaps - 
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German two -dlmensrona/ tests on NACA 23012 with 25 v. 

plam and slotted T E flap? 
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-- Plarn flap, 

0.05 0. IO 0~15 c 0.20 0.25 0.30 
P 

0 
9 0 P 

0 

$d g 

0.05 0.10 0*15 c, O-20 o-25 0.30 

German two-dimensionat tests on NACA 23015 with 20% Plain 
_ and slotted T E. flap& 



FIG. 9 (b) 

Plain flap, 5 - 0.0064 
in-line 

--+I-- Slotted flap, 2 = 0.005 

raised nose. 

-!+ Plain flap 2$ = 0.00375 

raised nose 

German two- dimenslonal tests on NACA 23015 with 
20% plain and slotted TE.flap~ 



0.25 

0.20 

cl,15 

Cr- 

0.10 

0.05 

0 
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/ / 
/ / 

/ / 

625 /’ 625 /’ 

x30 x30 

+30 +30 
+30 +30 

/ 

+30 +30 -30 -30 

: 
l--t 

3 

A‘,, = a,.& (cf /c) 7 - Two- dimensional (see 4 2) 

I 31 I I 
C’25 C’25 

mbol Wing 

+ NACA 65- 012 

u NACA 0009 

A NACA 23012 

ld NACA 23012 

V NACA 23015 

d NACA 23015 

X 

IO 20 30 77” 40 50 60 

Sweptback 
(wtth body) 

q/c 

0.30 

0.25 

0.25 

0.25 

0 20 

0.20 

0.30 plain, in-line 0.0069 

Flap config. 

plain, m-line 

slotted, In -line 

plain. raised 

slotted, ratsed 

plain , raised 

slotted, raised 

q/c Origin 

0.0083 Westland 

0.005 German” 

0.0067 German” 

0.005 German ” 

0.00375 German I2 

0.005 German ‘I 

WestlanY 

AC,, (mod) = Q, .d,(cf/c).A3 (bf/b).t7 ~0s fq.bx54). 

Experimental Cr- - - values required to attain datum lift 
increment. 



Model data 
Wmg section ’ NACA 23012 norma) to L E Rr I*5r106 
Plain flap in- line, c, /c = 0.20, full span. (7, measured in plane 1’ flap hinge) 
Aspect ratio (no body) 3.8, taper ratio I, A = 45’ 
Blowing normal to flap hinge q/en = 0.0035 
a, e 0.042 /deg CLmax (7 = 0. C, =o) -h 1.0 

I.0 

ACL 
or 

A=Lmax 

05 

AC, curves (a = 0) 

----- ACLmax curve 

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 + 0.20 0 25 030 0.35 04.0 

German sweptback wina tests with 20% plain fla& 



2.5 

2x 

0 

Model data 

Wing se&on t/c =O 12 with full-span L E flaps R 6 0 8 % 106 
Plain T.E. flap in-line , cf/c =0.30, full-span (with body cut-out) 
Aspect ratio (wkh body) 5, taper ratio I, A ~40’ 
Blowing along wind , rut/c = 0 0069 
a, (q=O, C@=O) * O.O65/deg 

-- 
v=65o -(AC,,,q=65’) 

0.05 0.10 0.15 OLZO 0.25 
c/J 

030 0 35 0.40 045 

Westland, sweptback wing tests with 30% plain 5. E.flap. (Old body) 



Model data 

As in FIG 13a except 
Improved body with full-span L E. flaps, part span T E. flaps, W~/C vaned 
Q, (9=0, c, =O) = 0 065/deg. CLmax (3’0, C&=0) = I.43 

- rut/c = 0*0069 AC,curves, 77 = 65’ 

Y WE/C = o-0042 

0.15 

----- AC Lmaxcurves,correspondlng flagged symbols. 
I I I I 

020 0.25 0.30 P o-35 0.40 C 

:~t. 7 = 65’; 

*w 
Westland sweptback wing tests with 30% plain T.E. flap. (Improved body) 



Wing sectton, t/c = 0 IO, p,/c = 0 0057 ; w/th full-span drooped nose, Ghord 012~ at 30’ R fi 5x10~ 

Double T E flap, $,/c =O 20, Cf2/c =0 20, 7, = 25’, ?2 =45’, full-span (w&h body wt-out) 

Aspect ratlo (w1t.h body) = 3 3 , taper ratro 043, A = 31’ a6 1/6-chard 

%&Ion at hlnqe of first flap, W,/C = 0 044 

Blowing along wvrng over second flap, w&/c = 0 003 , 

French sweptback wlnq tests wtth combined 

suctron and blowlnq at hrnges of full-sps 

double TE flap- 

5-J or 10 C q (blow) 
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